Governance Actions
November 2008

The Curriculum

Program actions:
Earth Science major and minor retitled to Geoscience major and minor - approved by NAS chair, Dean, AAC, and Provost.

Masters of Social Work - a new required course (Soc Work 734 Field Research Consultation) is created to allow students to get credit while working on their field research projects - approved by chair of Social Work, Dean, Graduate Faculty Board of Advisors, and Provost.

Course actions:
COMM 483X Advanced Video Production - experimental course approved by ICS chair and Dean

COMP SCI 283X Computer and Video Game Development - experimental course approved by ICS chair and Dean

DESIGN 231 Introduction to Graphic Communications - discontinuation of course approved by AVD chair, Dean, and Provost

DESIGN 331 Graphic Communications Studio I - title change to Design Arts Studio I approved by AVD chair, Dean, and Provost

DESIGN 332 Graphic Communications Studio II - title change to Design Arts Studio II approved by AVD chair, Dean, and Provost

DESIGN 433 Advanced Graphic Studio: Multimedia - title change to Advanced Studio: Multimedia Design approved by AVD chair, Dean, and Provost

DESIGN 433 Advanced Graphic Studio: Web Design - title change to Advanced Studio: Web Design approved by AVD chair, Dean, and Provost

DESIGN 435 Graphic Communications Publication Workshop - title change to Design Arts Publication Workshop approved by AVD chair, Dean, and Provost

HIST 310 American Colonial History - minor change of catalog description approved by HUS chair and Dean

HIST 483X Imperial Japan - experimental course approved by HUS chair and Dean

HIST 483X Witchcraft in Europe - experimental course approved by HUS chair, Dean, and GEC for writing emphasis

HMONG 283X Intermediate Hmong - experimental course approved by HUS chair and Dean

HUB 403 Human Physiology Laboratory - minor change from 2 credits to 1 credit approved by HUS chair and Dean
HUB 483X Endocrinology Laboratory - experimental course approved by HUB chair, Dean, and GEC for writing emphasis
HUB 483X Human Evolution Laboratory - experimental course approved by HUB chair, Dean, and GEC for writing emphasis

HUD 198 First Year Seminar - How We Live: American Cities and Suburbs - new course approved by Dean, AAC, and Provost and approved for writing emphasis and SS II requirements by GEC
HUD 400 Advanced Developmental Research - a new course approved by HUD chair, Dean, AAC, and Provost
HUD 483X Personal Relationships - an experimental course approved by HUD chair and Dean
HUD 483X Spirituality and Development - an experimental course approved by HUD chair and Dean

HUS 281 Values in Games - a student-led course approved by HUS chair and Dean
HUS 323 Writings of the Old Testament - minor change of description and title to The Hebrew Bible (Old Testament) approved by HUS chair and Dean and addition to gen ed (HS III) approved by GEC
HUS 324 Writings of the New Testament - minor change of title to The New Testament approved by HUS chair and Dean and addition to gen ed (HS III) approved by GEC
HUS 483X Plato and Aristotle: Soul and Immortality - an experimental course approved by HUS chair and Dean and by GEC for HS III general education

MUSIC 283X Music Theory III - experimental course approved for fall 2009 by AVD chair and Dean
MUSIC 283X Music Theory IV - experimental course approved for spring 2010 by AVD chair and Dean
MUSIC 283X Advanced Ear Training and Sight Singing - experimental course approved for fall 2009 by AVD chair and Dean
MUSIC 283X Form and Analysis - experimental course approved for fall 2009 by AVD chair and Dean

NURS 492X GIS in Health - experimental course approved by chairs of Nursing and PEA and both Deans

PHILOS 283X Environmental Ethics - experimental course approved by HUS chair and Dean

PHY ED 116 First Aid and Emergency Care Procedures - renumbered as HUB 116 approved by HUB chair and Dean
PHY ED 405 Scientific Conditioning of the Athlete - prerequisites changed and renumbered as HUB 208 and approved by HUB chair and Dean
PHY ED 406 Prevention and Treatment of Athletic Injuries - prerequisites changed and renumbered as HUB 302 and approved by HUB chair and Dean
PHY ED 407 Advanced Techniques in Athletic Training - renumbered as HUB 304 and approved by HUB chair and Dean

PSYCH 300 Experimental Psychology - added prerequisite of COMM SCI 205 approved by HUD chair and Dean
PSYCH 306 Psychology of Perception - move to inactive status approved by HUD chair and Dean
PSYCH 308 Physiological Psychology - alternative prerequisite (Bio 202) approved by HUD chair and Dean
PSYCH 310 Drugs and Behavior - alternative prerequisite (Bio 202) approved by HUD chair and Dean
PSYCH 330 Social Psychology - added prerequisite (research methodology) approved by HUD chair and Dean
PSYCH 415 Organizational and Personnel Psychology - added prerequisite (research methodology) approved by HUD chair and Dean
PSYCH 417 Psychology of Cognitive Processes - added prerequisite (research methodology) approved by HUD chair and Dean
PSYCH 420 Tests and Measurements - added prerequisite (research methodology) approved by HUD chair and Dean
PSYCH 425 Advanced Physiological Psychology - move to inactive status approved by HUD chair and Dean
PSYCH 429 Theories of Personality - added prerequisite (research methodology) approved by HUD chair and Dean
PSYCH 435 Abnormal Psychology - reduction in prerequisites to just Psych 102 approved by HUD chair and Dean
PSYCH 438 Counseling Across the Lifespan - added prerequisite (research methodology) approved by HUD chair and Dean
PSYCH 440 Multicultural Counseling and Mental Health reduced prerequisites approved by HUD chair and Dean
PSYCH 450 Health Psychology - added prerequisite (research methodology) approved by HUD chair and Dean

SOC WORK 451 Child Welfare - minor change eliminating writing emphasis approved by Social Work chair and Dean
SOC WORK 734 Field Research Consultation - new course approved by Social Work chair, Dean, AAC, and Provost

SPANISH 465 Special Topics - new course approved by HUS chair, Dean, AAC, and Provost and approved for writing emphasis and Other Culture requirement by GEC
SPANISH 483X Cultura Latina - experimental course approved by HUS chair, Dean, and GEC for Ethnic Studies requirement

TCH LRNG 799 Thesis - minor change of title to Thesis or Project approved by EDUC chair and Dean
URS 483X Sex and the City - experimental course approved by chair of URS and Dean

**Personnel Practices**
no changes

**Governance Structures and Policies**
no changes